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Congratulations
EJ Wedding Productions is a company dedicated to
providing sophisticated and upbeat entertainment tailored to
meet your individual needs. We strive to bring your vision to life
in a unique and creative way that will reflect your personal style
and taste.
With over 25 years of experience, EJ Wedding Productions
has all the necessary tools to assist with the entire wedding
planning process to ensure that you enjoy every moment on
your special day.
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DJs & MCs
A wedding is the first party you host as husband and wife.
Good entertainment is key to a happy, fun reception, and
EJ Wedding Productions understands this.
The involvement and enjoyment of you and your guests is
what our Disc Jockeys and Master of Ceremonies focus upon.
They will make sure the music at your wedding comes to life
from the cocktail hour to the final dance.
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Bands & Musicians
There is no doubt that music can make or break your wedding. It becomes the heart and soul
of your reception, especially if you book live music through EJ Wedding Productions.
The infectious energy of our multi-talented musicians and their various styles ranging from
Motown to Marley and Sinatra to Outkast, will get your guests out on the dance floor.
Your guests will experience the enjoyment of a live performance whether you book our
band The Unionn, a String Quartet, Steel Drummer, Keyboardist, Duop Group, Harpist,
or Percussionist. Let us create an air of elegance and class to your ceremony, cocktail hour,
or wedding reception. We promise your guests will leave the affair with happy feet!
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Lighting
Do you want to turn your wedding from ordinary to
opulent? Then let EJ Wedding Productions take a
more luminous approach to your decor! Our multi-media
lighting and visual experts produce some of the finest lighting
systems in the industry. We provide all of the interactive
media design and production necessary to get the job done.
Our Ambient Lighting adds a classy touch to any wedding
site using a simple spray of color light on walls or in the
corners of your room or tent. These lights set the mood for
your reception and help accentuate your entire location by
creating a serene setting.
Choose a Gobo light to highlight the walls with the lines
of your favorite poem or to shine a dazzling pattern on the
dance floor. We can even enhance everything from your
flowers, centerpieces and food displays with pin spotting in
order to make decorative touches radiate.
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Dance Floors
You’ve been planning for a beautiful wedding down to the
smallest detail, but have you considered the space where you will
be sharing your first dance as Mr.& Mrs.? Don’t let a dull dance
floor ruin your moment. EJ Wedding Productions knows
the dance floor is the epicenter of your event and we offer several
options to get your guests involved and dancing all night long.
Choose from an LED Interactive Dance Floor, White Dance
Floor, Hologram, Parquet, or Checkered.

Dance Lessons
You only have one chance to make a first dance impression on
your wedding day, so let EJ Wedding Productions assist you
in making it a spectacular one. Our professional ballroom dance
instructors will help you choreograph your first dance as well as
help you learn it one step at a time to ensure you enjoy this
special moment.
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Video & Photo
Your wedding day will live in your mind forever, and shouldn’t
your photos too? EJ Wedding Productions offers a wide
selection of photographers who will make sure to capture
and preserve every emotion-filled memory. All of our
photographers are experienced and knowledgeable in the
industry, and can shoot dynamic images that will be sure to
remind you of the joy you felt and the beauty you emitted on
your special day.
Our videographers will take you back in time with a DVD of
memories that will incorporate all those timeless moments
during your wedding day. Using updated equipment and
the latest in HD technology, our videographers can shoot
anything from a simple wedding montage to a fully edited,
chaptered DVD. No matter which package you choose,
our video department will work with you to capture every
memory of your event.
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Photo Novelties
If you want a more personalized gift for your loved ones,
a Wedding Photo Favor is the elegant and romantic way to go.
EJ Wedding Productions lets you choose a custom border that
matches your color palette, flowers, or theme and completes the
look with a photo of you and your groom in the lower right corner.
This personalized wedding favor will make your day that much
more intimate and will capture the moment with style.
EJ Wedding Productions offers a unique and fun option
for you and your guests with our Coney Island Photo Booth.
Not only will it photograph and deliver a strip of 4 photos,
each a different pose, but your guests can chose from B&W
or color, and even select a fun border.
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Lounge Furniture
EJ Wedding Productions offers an exclusive line of
Italian furniture that cannot be found anywhere else on the
East Coast. This high-end, upscale furniture will make your
day luxurious and modern, while retaining that element of
elegance that every wedding demands. We offer a unique
variety of lounge decor that includes Light up Furniture,
Bars, Couches, Ottomans, and Tables.
At EJ Wedding Productions, we help you decorate your
night with the most modern and unique pieces that will leave
a lasting impression on you and your guests.
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After Party
Any bride and groom can agree that their wedding ended quicker than the months it took to plan, but
why bring the blissful day to an end? EJ Wedding Productions offers creative options to keep you
and your guests celebrating.
Instead of making your way to a club after your reception, let us bring the nightclub to you. EJ Wedding Productions can create a custom
VIP Lounge complete with Couches, Lighted Ottomans, High Top Tables, and Stunning Lights. Bring along one of our DJs and your friends
and family will refuse to take off their dancing shoes!
EJ Wedding Productions offers authentic casino gaming tables where you and your guests can play games such as Vegas Dice Throw,
Roulette, Slot machines, Black jack, and Texas Hold’ Em. We can provide Dealers, Pit Bosses, Custom Casino Cash, and even Massage Therapists.
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701-6 Koehler Avenue
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779
800.358.4335
T 631.348.7848
F 631.348.7831
info@ejthedj.com
ejthedj.com

